De Nugis Curialium

by Walter Map (fl. 1200) M. R James

Master Walter Maps book, De nugis curialium (Courtiers Trifles), 1983. De nugis curialium is the only surviving work of the 12th century Latin author Walter Map. He was a prolific writer, but De Nugis Curialium (Courtiers Trifles) is the only surviving work. Walter Maps history is murky and his indictments are legion, but the power of this literature is undeniable. It survives, often cited as representative of a. Wit, Laughter and Authority in Walter Maps De nugis curialium. Walter Maps De nugis curialium translated by Montague R. James with Historical notes by John Edward Lloyd edited by E. Sidney Hartland. Unearthing Medieval Vampire Stories In England: Fragments From De Nugis Curialium and Historia Rerum Anglicarum. June 6, 2012 by Medievalists.net.